
Helderberg Society For The Aged

Dear HSFA Residents, families, community and staff. 
 

It is hard to believe that we are already half-way through the 2021 year and 15 months since the 
pandemic changed life as we know it.  It has not been an easy 6 months for HSFA as an organisation, 
our residents, and our staff. Sadly, HSFA has lost 19 residents and a Board Member to Covid and 
many of our residents and staff have lost loved ones. Our condolences and prayers go out to each 
one of you.  
 
We are thankful that all 73 staff members and 100 of our residents that contracted the virus have 
recovered. During the last months I have been overwhelmed by the care that I have experienced. 
The support and love shown by the community, residents, families and staff members have been 
heart-warming and I have never been prouder to be part of the HSFA community.  
 
At this stage we reflect what the lessons are that we have learned over the last 15 months.  
I have realised that we all have a capacity for resilience. We have learned to cope and adjust to 
the challenges that have been thrown at us over the last year.  We have seen the tremendous 
difficulties that some of our residents and staff have had to deal with.  
 
Community is essential. Being part of the HSFA community during the pandemic
I realised the importance of human connection. Many of us have become aware
of just how much we need other people and each other.  We are hopeful that
during the next year, if vaccines drive down infections, that life can return to 
some type of normal.    

Rika Rodd, CEO

Stay safe and take careStay safe and take care

Lessons learned bring strength

June 2021

Helderberg Society For The Aged

Rika Rodd, CEO

www.hsfa.org.za
021 852 5130



VACCINATION DRIVE - COVID-19

HSFA FRONT LINE WORKERS GET J&J APRIL 2021

The staff and residents of the Helderberg Society For the Aged 
(HSFA) are very thankful to have 558 of their residents and other 
older persons vaccinated against the Covid-19 virus as part of 
the national rollout to the elderly over the age of 60.
“The Helderberg Society for the Aged (HSFA) would like to 
extend our heartfelt gratitude to, and congratulate KESS - 
Khayelitsha Eastern Substructure in conjunction with the Western 
Cape Department of Health on administering 558 of the Covid-19 vaccines, at the HSFA on the 20th 
May 2021, to our residents and elderly, over the age of 60 years,” says HSFA’s Operations 
Manager Rene Anderson van Zyl.

The dynamic and professional team, headed by Sheila McCloen, and her team of Registered Nurses 
and Administrators from KESS, are commended on the sterling job they did of ensuring our elderly, to 
receive their first dose of the Phizer Covid-19 vaccination as part of the Phase 2 roll out with KESS and 
the Western Cape Department of Health.  The second dose of the vaccine was successfully 
administered on 1 July 2021.

NAMES FOR GROUP SHOT LEFT PHOTO HSFA TEAM:Rene Anderson Van Zyl, Eureka Haefele, Schenell 
Rossouw, Noleen Prinsloo, Shireen van Reenen, Rika Rodd and Adri Snyman.
NAME MIDDLE PHOTO: Sheila McCloen,Khayelitsha Eastern Substructure

We are delighted that the first of our front line nurses and staff were fortunate to receive the Covid-19 
Vaccination in April.  The priority of the HSFA remains the safety of our residents.  Thank you our 
nurses and carers - you are our heroes. 
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HSFA FRONT LINE WORKERS GET J&J APRIL 2021

• Several staff members recently attended Occu-
pational Health and Safely training programmes 
by “Safety Risk Management Solutions”.  

• Qualification Levels were achieved in ‘First Aider”, 
“Fire Fighter”, “Safety Representative” and 
“Fire Fighter Firewarden”.

• Various online webinars regarding the latest 
covid-19 / vaccination roll out developments 

• Dementia SA: Activities for people living with 
Dementia, Communication in Dementia care, 
Introduction to understanding Dementia

• Unpacking the Older Person’s Act
• Employment Equity Act training
• Dealing with poor work performance
• Diversity training 
• Legal Liability training
• Dealing with Absenteeism 
• Zoom and Teams workshops  
• Popi readiness training 
• Fundraising Webinar
• HSFA orientation and Induction
• Substantive and Procedural training
• Drumming Circle leadership training 
• Basic introduction to the CCMA
• Excel beginner training
• Email etiquette training 
• Typing Skills 

NEW HSFA TEAM MEMBERS WELCOME MARISCA!

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
Wayne Welsh and Kenneth Kloosman from 
the HSFA facilities team went the extra mile 
in assisting residents at the Independent 
Living units during a recent fire evacuation.

 “They always show a special interest in 
Occupational Health and Safety in the 
Society.” says Risk Manager, Adri Snyman.   
They both received a voucher “of pure 
goodness” from ColCacchio. Enjoy the 
pizza’s guys - you deserved it!

The safety and security of our residents is the most important commitment of the HSFA.  Thus 
training our staff and keeping abreast of latest learnings is an ongoing process. 

Mrs NP Magwanya                     Enrolled Nurse
Mrs SCM Davids                      Enrolled Nurse
Mr WW Titus                          Payroll Administrator    
Mrs NF Khohliso                      General Assistant 
Mrs V Kupiso                         General Assistant

Marisca Vlok, who has worked 
in many units of the HSFA, 
and is always willing to lend 
a hand, has been promoted 
to Assistant Unit Manager of 
Assisted Living Units.
Congratulations Marisca!
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TRAINED AND PREPARED FOR ACTION

Gentlemen lending a helping hand



Drumming is a healthy, therapeutic activity to keep both the mind and the body active.  It is 
a great way to bring people together, elevate moods and reduce loneliness. Other benefits 
include relieving stress, alleviating tension and increasing a person’s sense of well-being and 
belonging.  The drumming sessions are lead by HSFA’s Occupational Therapist and Activities 
Coordinator.
The frail care and assisted living units have been bringing their own unique beats to the groups 
and surprised all with songs from their era.  Other residents who hear the music, usually join in to 
sing along and dance.  The residents beat their drums, stand up, give a little shake at the hips 
and continue on with the rhythm. One gentleman who prefers isolating himself to his room now 
comes to join the circle.  Drumming certainly brings happiness to the units.

The 12th May 2021 was 
‘Move For Health Day’. HSFA 
residents celebrated by tak-
ing part invarious activities.  
In addition to Line Dancing, 
‘Fit for Fun’ and ‘Move to 
Music’ classes, some units 
also played a game of
Jenga! 

DRUMMING - AFRICA’S HEARTBEAT AT THE HSFADRUMMING - AFRICA’S HEARTBEAT AT THE HSFA

MOVE FOR HEALTH DAY - JENGA AND JIVINGMOVE FOR HEALTH DAY - JENGA AND JIVING

AN APPLE A DAY - AND EXERCISE - AN APPLE A DAY - AND EXERCISE - 
KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAYKEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY
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Note: Social distancing and mask protocols are always in place for all activities and only done 
in Levels 1-3 in accordance with the Government’s Disaster Management Act.



DRUMMING - AFRICA’S HEARTBEAT AT THE HSFADRUMMING - AFRICA’S HEARTBEAT AT THE HSFA

MOVE FOR HEALTH DAY - JENGA AND JIVINGMOVE FOR HEALTH DAY - JENGA AND JIVING

AN APPLE A DAY - AND EXERCISE - AN APPLE A DAY - AND EXERCISE - 
KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAYKEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY

One of HSFA’s aims is to ensure our residents keep active and have fun. Our recent theme was “La 
France” - so an elegant French lunch, where our dining rooms transformed into French Cafés and 
residents looked glamourous in their French style apparel, was arranged!  Geratec chefs outdid 
themselves with cuisine like Coq-au-vin, onion soup Français and ‘magnifique’ éclairs!  Boules and 
croquet brought out the competitor in all of us! 
The residents were very involved in advance of the lunch, by making French decorations and some units 
even baked French cupcakes with red, white and blue icing!  Fun was had by all!  Très bien! 
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EVENTS:  FRENCH THEME!EVENTS:  FRENCH THEME!

Note: Resident’s faces have been blurred / covered intentionally for privacy protection - POPIA Act

CAFE FRANCOIS



https://goturquoise.co.za/

EVENT: TURN TURQUOISE FOR THE ELDERLY
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The staff and residents supported the national awareness campaign called “Turn Turquoise for the 
Elderly” which ran from 15 May (International Family Day) to 15 June (World Elderly Abuse Awareness 
Day).  The purpose was to create awareness about the elderly in our communities, especially those 
not accommodated in institutions for the elderly.

HSFA hosted a series of enjoyable luncheons for their Assisted Living, Frailcare and some of the 
Independent Units residents.  The lunches had a beach theme where staff and residents were en-
couraged to dress up in turquoise or beach gear and feel the sand between their toes. The residents 
sipped on turquoise cocktails and listened to tunes like ‘Kokomo’, ‘Under the Boardwalk’ and the 
like!  Images of turquoise oceans were projected on the walls to transport the residents to favourite 
beach memories. Geratec served delicious seafood cocktails, beach burgers and turquoise-coloured 
desserts.  

PARTY ON THE BEACH



HSFA and Geratec, our partner in geri-
atric nutrition, hosted a MEMORY CAFÉ 
on 8th May 2021, with our shared goal 
of improving the quality of life of older 
persons.   A most informative talk and 
discussion on “Living with Dementia” 
(or rather ‘Neuro Cognitive Impair-
ment”) was led by the knowledgeable 
Rayne Stroebel, CEO of Geratec and 
PHD candidate in Dementia Studies.  A 
delicious breakfast and coffees were 
enjoyed by all; people living with 
dementia, their families, carers and 
friends.  Thanks goes to Rayne and his 
team from Geratec.  

The forthcoming talks and support 
groups will be announced on our respective 
facebook pages.   

Section 18A of the Income Tax Act (Act 58 of 1962) 
 
Section 18A(1) of the abovementioned Act provides for a deduction 
of donations in the form of cash or certain types of assets made, 
inter alia, to Public Benefit Organisations (PBOs) approved under 
section 30(1), provided that the donor is in possession of a valid 
receipt and  the deduction does not exceed 10% of the donor’s 
taxable income. 
 
This means that: Donations in general are liable to taxation at 20%. 
However, certain donations made to registered and approved 
organisations are exempt and claimable as tax deductions. 
  
HSFA is an approved institution for purposes of section 18(A) of 
the Income Tax Act, and donations to HSFA are tax deductible in 
certain instances  
  
Therefore, unconditional donations to the HsFA in cash or in kind 
(eg material assets), qualify as a tax deductible expense, provided 
that the donation does not exceed 10% of the donor’s taxable 
income. 
  
In this regard HSFA, in its capacity as recipient, will issues the necessary 
section 18(A) tax certificate annually, usually during April of any 
given year. This document will serve as receipt and will entitle the 
donor to claim a deduction on the relevant tax return by submitting 
the tax certificate together with associated documentation to 
SARS before the annual tax submission deadline.
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DEMENTIA CAFE AT VONKE COFFEE SHOP

HSFA IS DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE 
HAVE OUR ‘SECTION 18A’ APPROVAL



CALENDAR EVENTS
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HSFA LOOKING SHINY AND NEW

The Helderberg Society For the Aged’s staff 
and residents have been supporting the 
national awareness campaign called “Turn 
Turquoise for the Elderly” which ran from 15 
May (International Family Day) to 15 June 
(World Elderly Abuse Awareness Day).  The 
purpose is to create awareness about the 
elderly in our communities, especially those 
not accommodated in homes for the 
elderly. The HSFA ensures the best possible 
care for our residents and will aims to 
provide a safe and informed environment.  
Should anyone wish to donate to this 
important cause and support the elderly 
communities that fall prey to abuse, please 
visit https://goturquoise.co.za/ for further 
details.  

It was International Nurses Day on 12 May 
2021.  It is a particularly special day for  our 
nurses especial ly  dur ing these un-
precidented times.  Eureka Haefele (Inde-
pendent Living Unit manager and her team 
of volunteers kindly made individual cards 
for each nurse and carer.  Thank you all!

The new modern 
look at Robari Lodge, 
Lancelot, Vonke 
House, Swannack 
Gardens and at
Mountview.  All other 
unit’s signage will be 
rolled out over the 
next few months.

RIBBONS OF TURQUOISEA DAY FOR NURSES



FACELIFTS ALL ROUND! THANK YOU FACILITIES

SUPPORT CENTRE

INDEPENDENT LIVING

Page 9Flamingo 4 bedroom unit 
refurbishment

Support Centre 
Show room

Modern new flooring Door signage

CALENDAR EVENTS



RESIDENTS CORNER
30 YEARS WITH THE HSFA

A MESSAGE OF HOPE
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Camelot our Shangri-la
All but by Covid-19
challenged so far
Vonke Huis with treats galore
Our Spirits and bodies revived 
for sure
Pristine gardens,Library and 
Recreation hall
Jerusalema, Fun days and  
abundant surprises in store
Camelot Residents could not 
team HSFA, ask for more
Anon - can you guess?

Lancelot residents having an 
Easter Egg Hunt!

Mercia Smit is a long time resident of Lancelot. In fact this is her 30th 
Anniversary of being a part of our community.

Going back in time, Mercia was born in Strand 93 years ago. 
Tragedy struck and at 5 years of age, found herself living in an 
orphanage in Tulbagh. After school she qualified as a nurse and 
had the honour of working with famous medical personages, such 
as Dr Karl Bremer. After returning from Namibia, where she resided 
and worked for many years, she worked in the Helderberg area 
and as time went by, she was asked by Eddie Roux to think about 
her retirement.  At this point Lancelot was under construction and 
Eddie Roux put her name forward she moved into Apartment 33.

One of her first projects was a makeover of the Social Lounge. 
She approached the Lion’s Club, where she was well known, and 
asked them to donate a carpet,which was graciously arranged. 
She then coordinated soup, bread, wine and cheese evenings 
and invited local musicians to perform for the residents. At this point 
HSFA asked her to become RIC (Resident In Charge), a position she 
held for 20 years. As a ‘people person’ she excelled in the role and 
expanded her activities to include the annual Christmas Lunch for 
which she often prepared the meal and decorated the Social 
Hall. She also opened the first Kiosk.

Mercia recalls that when she moved in there was no fence separating 
Lancelot from Oatlands Road.  She is glad for the fencing and 
security we have today!

So, there we have it!  Just a small glimpse into one of many fascinating 
characters living here within the HSFA.  30 years later, Mercia Smit 
continues to be a remarkable person with remarkable achievements. 

Interview was performed and written by Tony Dill 

My life irrevocably changed when I received the test back and it was positive. From the very first 
moment I experienced the destruction of this virus, but gained so much more!
Amazement: phone calls streamed in from family, friends and work colleagues offering help in the 
form of good wishes, care packages, prayers and many more. 
Relief: when I battled to take the next breath, I was moved to a lovely secure environment with car-
ing staff to look after me, and OXYGEN!
Humility: How often are we too proud to except help? I learned that to be humble is a quality we all 
can benefit to learn. Staff seeing me in my most vulnerable state helped me with care and respect. 
Not once did I feel my vulnerability was compromised.
Gratitude: for the medical help that I received from HSFA and Helderberg Hospital.
Love: from everyone I know. I experienced this when I returned to work. I was greeted by residents 
outside Vonke. Everyone I came across told me how glad they were that I returned. For this I am ever 
grateful! A message received with flowers read as follows: “We are so grateful that we can give you 
these flowers while you are alive”. I cried for hours on end after this.
To the staff in Support Centre that nursed me. My gratitude towards you knows no bounds. Thank you 
for the tea you made me during the night. Thank you for all the ice you fetched. Thank you for help-
ing me with my ablutions. Thank you for the prayers you said while helping me. Each and every one of 
you are stars in my eyes. Thank you!  Eureka Haefele, Unit Manager, Independent Living



Thank you community

The HSFA is often the beneficiary of kindness 
from the community, so it is nice to give back 
to our community too!   HSFA Frail Care wing 
had two extra wheelchairs - irreparable for 
human use and we had the lovely opportu-
nity of giving a disabled, three-legged, furry 
friend the benefit of the wheelchair.    Tripod, 
a gentle dog and his caring owner, Marne 
van den Heever, are legends in SA for help-
ing to raise money for charities by doing long 
distance road treks (by wheelchair!) Read 
more about these two’s adventures on the 
links below, or visit their facebook page
lifewithtripod 

The Helderberg Society For the Aged received a much 
welcomed donation of PPE and two walkers from the Rotary 
Club of Somerset West.  The equipment was sourced from a 
Rotary International club in Canada. Having excess PPE in 
Canada, the Rotarian clubs made a coordinated effort to 
generously ship it on a container and distribute it to several 
charities in Somerset West and surrounds. The HSFA is most 
grateful to the Rotarians, and especially to Heather Botes 
(Community Services Director of Somerset West Rotary Club) 
for this wonderful initiative.  Eppie Macfarlane from Somerset 
West Rotary Club handed over the donation.

To Mrs Kittie Rust, Mr  
Ludwic Gerstner and all 
the other residents with 
green fingers: - thank you 
all for your incredible work 
in the HSFA gardens.  You 
have taken the time to 
turn empty areas into
tapestries of colour, 
beauty and life. 

What a fabulous treat our nurses and carers at the 
HSFA frail care received from the caring ladies and 
gentlemen of “ThankUccino”.  A group of thoughtful 
ladies in the Helderberg delivered steaming cups of 
delicious coffee to our thankful, hardworking 
staff!  Thank you both nurses and coffeemakers!

Tony Dill, RIC (Resident in Charge) at 
Lancelot donated books collected 
from residents to give to the Strand 
Library after they heard it burned 
down.  Tony is always willing to give a 
helping hand to either the HSFA or to 
our residents and we are all grateful 
for his good spirits and contribution.

To all the knitting 
teams at Vonke, 
Robari & Silver Oaks 
- Thank you for the 
jerseys, beanies 
and blankets 
donated to the 
needy this winter!
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LEAVE A BEQUEST

Helderberg Society For The Aged

021 852 5130 
info@hsfa.org.za 
www.hsfa.org.zaHelderberg Society For The Aged
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HOW TO DONATE -
SNAP TO DONATE
Snapscan or bank deposit

VOLUNTEER
Share a skill, host a party, 
read, sing or guide a walk...

DONATE GOODS
To our Sunbird Project or 
charity shop

JOIN THE PRESTIGE CLUB
Monthly Donation, 
Quarterly Draw

EVERY SWIPE COUNTS
Woolworth MySchool MyVillage 
My Planet Programme 

VISIT OUR CHARITY SHOP
Check Facebook for opening
times

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2ND QUARTER WINNERS!
1st Prize of R2000 goes to Ju-ann Brink
2nd Prize of R1000 goes to Lesley Pritchard
3rd Prize of R500 goes to Lesley Pritchard
Become a member of the Prestige Club and help 
sponsor those residents who have limited support 
and you can also be in line to win! 

NEXT DRAW 4 AUGUST 2021 
Email prestigeclub@hsfa.org.za or call 021 852 5130
for more information.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE 1ST QUARTER WINNERS!

R50 per month to enter.
To join call 021 8525130 or 

email prestigeclub@hsfa.org.za

1st Prize of R2000 goes to JU-ANN BRINK
2nd Prize of R1000 goes to LESLEY PRITCHARD
3rd Prize of R500 goes to LESLEY PRITCHARD

Become a member of the Prestige Club and help sponsor those
HSFA frailcare residents who have no support system other than our 

community and you can also be in line to win! NEXT DRAW - 5 MAY 2021

www.hsfa.org.za

Prestige Club

HELP US FUNDRAISE
To become a HSFA Bequest Legend please contact your lawyer for guidance or

to receive a booklet for further information email info@hsfa.org.za

Leaving a charitable bequest is a way of leaving 
a lasting legacy in the hearts and minds of others. 
A bequest is the act of leaving something by will, 
more specifically money or personal property and 
comes from the distribution of your deceased 
estate to a charitable organisation, such as the 
Helderberg Society for the Aged. 
HSFA warmly welcomes anyone wishing to set up a 
bequest to our non-profit organisation and request 
you contact your lawyer.  Leave a legacy and 
empower the HSFA to be able to continue to care 
for the elderly.

LEAVE A LEGACY
In the evening of my life I shall look to the sunset,

At a moment in my life when the night is due.
And the question I shall ask only I can answer.

Was I brave and strong and true?
Did I fill the world with love

my whole life through?
Leslie Bricusse

TO THE 2ND QUARTER WINNERS

http://info@hsfa.org.za 
http://www.hsfa.org.za
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8PEIOSvcMuPUOp-VIkS9lQ
https://twitter.com/HelderbergSoc
https://www.facebook.com/HelderbergSociety/
https://www.instagram.com/helderbergsocietyfortheaged/

